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 He explains everything very well and gives so many idea's, it's really worth purchasing this reserve. Very
down-to-earth practical details presented in his very entertaining writing style . For example in the
"Protection" chapter after discussing numerous security alarms & products, he recommends canines as
great for warning when someone is near. He offers four (including a pit bull terrier) but "my best
watchdog is definitely a Chihuahua mix.. I think it is more important for a pup to bark than attack an
intruder... ." [Something we've had verified by our local police, neighborhood view and personal
knowledge when our two canines made enough noise to stop burglars breaking into our house once they
smashed a aspect window to enter.] Also loved his take on "Firearms for Self-Sufficiency and Safety",
broken out by budget in categories like the "I Just work at Walmart", "Two Jobs & Maxed Credit Cards"
and "Yuppie Survival" arsenals. Right down to earth and VERY tight budget situation for an off-grid,
inexpensive & very livable way to have your very own place and weather whatever economic or organic
disasters may come. You can find no specifics on how best to, but I would recommend this publication to
others as a starting place that would broaden the imagination.. This is even more the minimalist design of
living guide than a design for whatever would help you survive a major event Five Stars Good common-
sense info. Anything she sees, hears or smells out of the ordinary begins her barking and pacing in
circles.owning a trailer upon "junk" land is greater compared to the 20-acre retreat [with a 2000 square
foot cabin, with a bunker beneath, a barn, pastureland, and a stream running right through it] dropped to
foreclosure after job loss or economic collapse."Strongly suggested, a slim volume that is a great discount
for the price! This book will take you from camper to resident with your travel trailer. The largest
challenge to the approach to life he advocates may be the family.We would recommend this book. If
you're looking for solutions blueprinted and handed for you on a silver platter, this is simply not that kind
of book. Rather, it's a publication full of meals for thought, which will inspire you to think of your
personal solutions and offer a few helpful tips in the right path. I couldn't give this book more than 3 stars
because its very brief for the purchase price. It will motivate you to see factors from a resident perspective
rather than camper point of view. This might be necessary anyway, as your circumstances would likely be
somewhat unique of the authors. However, quite often it looks like details are not in depth enough. The
eliminate is that this is M. So it makes a handy condensation rather than brand-new revelation. Using re-
claimed building materials was very practical. Buying and up-grading as you complement can be quite
practical and keep you no expenses to pay out.. As he says in the Overview, "In the event that you OWE
for your premises, you don't OWN your premises. It isn't a step-by-step manual. Excellent story of modern
pioneering The book is one man's story of how he could live an unbiased life at minimum cost. . There
are a great number of details that would have to be researched before you can follow in his methods.
Living on less and making it work I saw this publication as more of an overview and instructional booklet
in planning how to locate and buy land--city ordinances and such--and not so much on where to find good
land. This would be considered a great primer on prepping and may answer some questions you have on
homesteading but know there are better alternatives out there for much less or free. Also not talked about
it's that it requires some money to buy energy for a generator, items, etc. What budget was the author
able to go on?Although I wished for additional information, the book gives a good overview of
establishing an independent and simple lifestyle. Most importantly, it acts as an inspiration that it is still
possible to do so inside our modern world. Cheap Survival might save lives Insightful no BS straight up
book a must read for all Dirt-Cheap Survival Retreat If you anticipate giving this life-style a shot. I found
some very helpful information in this book. It was quite practical in understanding how to live on less and
rendering it function.D.'s knowledge and plan. If you anticipate ever needing to make use of your trailer
for more than simply weekend outings and may potentially need to use it as a residence for a period of
weeks or a few months, then this book will probably be worth having. I am a lover of M.D. Creekmore
however the content was lacking. Although the author says there exists a lot of work involved, I desire he



had given additional information on, for example, just how many hours a time it requires to run a little
farm. I do recommend likely to his internet site and pursuing his postings thesurvivalistblog. Mr
Creekmore provides good advice on how he has dealt with the difficulties of looking and buying land,
How he has handled problems and so a great many other recommendations. Synopsis of Blog I bought
the book to support the Writer. I have been a regular reader, and part-period practicer of several of his tips
and comments. The reserve was a short synopsis of his blog; Not too bad Some good examples and
suggestions overall. Just a guidance, and you also could expound on it through the use of it to your own
situation. This is a cheap book. Most of these tips are implementable for me personally as a man - easily
were by myself. I would be quite happy and articles to live this way. But it isn't likely to utilize a wife and
kids. The human waste debate is of interest. Ah... if only Eve acquired swallowed her pride, and Adam
was a more powerful man! Minimalist Living vs Survival As the writer presents some interesting
information, its application is very narrow. This certainly would not be a survival retreat that's defensible
or that would provide safety from any main survival hazards unless you went way beyond the scope of
the book... The right, some bad, it's ok. Five Stars Very satisfied! a little more concentrated somewhat.
You can make perform w/o a sewer system, but good water supply is a must. They are the reason why we
don't live in caves/cheap trailers off of the land anymore. Not enough articles but if you can obtain it for
cheap then buy it As a fresh prepper I was definitely thinking about finding out how to prep on the
cheap... Five Stars Very infromative Some good, some bad On the thin side, and reads more as a list
instead of a true alternative lifestyle change.. One might think the anticipations for something therefore
humble might be quite low and in most cases they'd be right.net.REAL off-grid survival info for genuine
people on real budgets --- Bought a duplicate for myself (portion of the semi-rural homestead library) and
enjoyed it so much, I bought a copy for my buddy in Colorado! Five Stars Lots of good ideas.
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